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Abstract: The most problematic issue in the ocean color application is the presence of heavy clouds,
especially in polar regions. For that reason, the demand for the ocean color application in polar regions
is increased. As a way to overcome such issues, we conducted the reconstruction of the chlorophyll-a
concentration (CHL) data using the machine learning-based models to raise the usability of CHL
data. This analysis was first conducted on a regional scale and focused on the biologically-valued
Cape Hallett, Ross Sea, Antarctica. Environmental factors and geographical information associated with
phytoplankton dynamics were considered as predictors for the CHL reconstruction, which were obtained
from cloud-free microwave and reanalysis data. As the machine learning models used in the present
study, the ensemble-based models such as Random forest (RF) and Extremely randomized tree (ET) were
selected with 10-fold cross-validation. As a result, both CHL reconstructions from the two models showed
significant agreement with the standard satellite-derived CHL data. In addition, the reconstructed CHLs
were close to the actual CHL value even where it was not observed by the satellites. However, there is a
slight difference between the CHL reconstruction results from the RF and the ET, which is likely caused
by the difference in the contribution of each predictor. In addition, we examined the variable importance
for the CHL reconstruction quantitatively. As such, the sea surface and atmospheric temperature, and the
photosynthetically available radiation have high contributions to the model developments. Mostly,
geographic information appears to have a lower contribution relative to environmental predictors. Lastly,
we estimated the partial dependences for the predictors for further study on the variable contribution and
investigated the contributions to the CHL reconstruction with changes in the predictors.

Keywords: Reconstruction of chlorophyll concentration; polar region; satellite observation;
machine learning; Cape Hallett

1. Introduction

Since the 1970s when satellite ocean color observations were possible, related research has
been developing rapidly [1]. This observation has contributed to scientific advances [2] in coastal
management, fisheries, and the detection of a harmful algae bloom. Besides, the societal benefits of
ocean color observations include an increased ability to locate potential fishing zones and the ability
to monitor water quality and fragile ecosystems [2–5]. Despite the widespread availability of ocean
color observations, mapping of ocean color is spatiotemporally limited and challenged by inconsistent
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information due to cloud covers [6–10], particularly in polar regions [11,12]. The polar regions are
usually covered by dense clouds throughout the year [12], and, thus, the valid range of satellite
observations is narrow. As such, the many gaps in the ocean color data for polar regions limit the
application of ocean color data to research in these regions [9]. As a result, the demand for continuous
ocean color data on various spatial and temporal scales in the polar regions has increased.

To date, many researchers have attempted to fill the gaps of ocean color data contaminated by
the presence of clouds. In particular, a conventional approach called the Data Interpolating Empirical
Orthogonal Functions (DINEOF) is widely used for the reconstruction of ocean color data in various
regions [13–26]. The DINEOF is purely based on data interpolation via iteration until the matrix
converges. This EOF-based analysis can extract dominant spatial patterns from the time-series datasets
through an iterative process [7]. Recently, new attempts to reconstruct the ocean color data using
machine learning-based algorithms are intermittent [8,9,27]. Machine learning is one of the reliable
and cost-effective approaches that could reconstruct the inevitable gaps in the ocean color data and is a
predictive model. In particular, the approach is more flexible than conventional parametric models
because of its ability to handle non-linear relationships and complex interactions, which often occur
in ecological data [28–30]. Jouini et al. [9] attempted to recover significant gaps in satellite-derived
chlorophyll concentration (CHL) data using Self Organizing Maps (SOM) classification (instance-based
machine learning) in the western sector of the North Atlantic. They used the sea surface temperature
(SST) and height (SSH) data as predictors for CHL estimation based on the assumption that a state of
the ocean could be regionally defined by the SST, SSH, and CHL. Results show that the reconstruction
of CHL data using SOM is robust when there is extended cloud cover at spatial scales larger than
approximately 10 km. Jo et al. [10] introduced the neural network technique to derive CHL in the
regions with numerous cloud-induced gaps. They used the SST, cloud, water vapor, precipitation,
and winds as predictors. As such, the reconstructed CHL has a correlation coefficient of 0.98 and
an error of 0.30 mg m−3, comparable to the observed CHL. Krasnopolsky et al. [27] also applied the
neural network technique to recover the gaps in ocean color data on a global scale using the physical
variables derived from the satellite measurements such as SST, SSH, and sea surface salinity (SSS)
and Argo in-situ data. They noted that the application of the approach could provide an accurate,
computationally cheap method for filling spatial and temporal gaps in satellite observation. Besides,
Chen et al. [8] reconstructed CHL data through an ensemble-based approach (Random forest, RF) using
wavelength-based predictors. They showed a significant improvement of ocean color gap recovery of
more than 300% over the regions of the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea, and the estimated CHL has
a quality similar to the standard satellite-derived CHL.

All the previous studies on the CHL reconstruction mentioned above have shown significant
performances in their respective study areas. However, the DINEOF is based on data interpolation via
iteration until the matrix converges and it might not work well if there are not enough CHL data in those
regions due to the extended cloud coverage throughout the year [7,31]. This issue could serve to limit the
approach proposed by Chen et al. [8] that is based on spectral and ocean color index data. For multivariate
DINEOF [13], it might work using the cloud-free data representing environmental factors associated with
phytoplankton biomass. However, it has not been applied to the polar region to date, and it is required
to compare with the approach proposed in this study. In addition, as with the approaches proposed
by Jouini et al. [9] and Krasnopolsky et al. [27], a couple of oceanographic predictors are insufficient to
describe the spatiotemporal CHL patterns influenced by a complex interaction of various factors such as
atmospheric (wind, light, and temperature) and biogeochemical macro- and micronutrients components,
including oceanic physical components [32–37]. Since the dominant phytoplankton species and their
response to the environmental factors vary by region, a deep understanding of the phytoplankton dynamics
in a target region is essential. Therefore, all the factors that might impact the regional phytoplankton
dynamics should be considered to reconstruct CHL data suitable for that region.

The satellite standard CHL is based on blue-green band ratios and color index approach, and these
approaches are based on the spectral signals of phytoplankton biomass. However, for the polar region,
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the spectral data are quite limited due to dense clouds. To date and to the best of our knowledge,
no approaches have been applied to reconstruct CHL data in polar regions. Therefore, we aimed to
reconstruct CHL data without missing values based on microwave and reanalysis data, which was
immune to clouds, using the machine learning-based model on a regional scale, near Cape Hallett,
Ross Sea, Antarctica. As predictors for the model, we considered various factors that may affect
the atmospheric and oceanic physical conditions (such as stratification, convective mixing, and heat
transfer), and the indirect biogeochemical states (e.g., micronutrients). The reconstructed CHL was
finally calculated at the equivalent spatial (4 km) and temporal (daily) resolutions as those of the
standard CHL data. The reconstructed CHL data were first compared to the available standard
CHL products (pixel by pixel) to evaluate how similar the reconstructed CHL is to the standard
satellite-derived CHL. Besides, to identify how well the model reconstructs the CHL where the satellites
could not observe, the reconstructed CHL was compared with the in-situ CHL. Lastly, we attempted to
estimate the quantitative contribution of each input variable to identify which variables are primarily
associated with the model development for CHL data reconstruction and to investigate how the CHL
reconstruction response to each predictor alteration.

2. Study Sites

The model performance for the reconstruction of CHL was focused on off Cape Hallett in northern
Victoria Land, Ross Sea (Figure 1). Cape Hallett is an essential region for the large populations of
breeding penguins by supporting large swarms of krill [38,39]. Because the krill abundance is directly
linked to primary production [40], the detailed studies on primary production using CHL data in this
region are also essential for understanding the variability in the penguin population. Nonetheless,
because the region has only a few clear-sky days throughout the year due to dense cloud covers
(Figure 1), satellite-based CHL data are rarely available. In the austral winter season, all regions are
mostly covered by clouds, and the satellite-derived data represent a few cloud-free days in December
and January confined to specific regions, such as Terra Nova Bay and a part of southern Ross Sea [41].
In the remaining regions, relatively more clouds exist, and the presence of sea ice also limits the ocean
color observation considerably. Nonetheless, since the region includes the primary foraging areas of the
penguins that mainly inhabit Cape Hallett (refer to Lyver et al. [42]), consistent monitoring and analysis
of the regional primary production using complete and accurate CHL data are highly desirable.
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Figure 1. (a) Map of the western Ross Sea. The background color indicates the mean percentage of
clear-sky days during the study period (1998/1999–2017/2018). The black and white contours represent
the bathymetry ranging from 1600 to 400 m depth and the mean sea ice concentration, respectively.
(b) The study area off Cape Hallett. The red squares represent the sampling stations, and the red lines
indicate the path of the ANA08C cruise.
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3. Materials

3.1. Satellite and Reanalysis Data

Satellite and reanalysis data from 1998/1999 to 2017/2018 in summertime were used as the predictor
data to estimate the un-gapped CHL using machine learning techniques. All data were used as the
training and test datasets to develop the models for CHL reconstruction. Detailed information on the
predictor variables and target data (only CHL) used in the present study is given in Table 1.

3.1.1. Sea Surface Temperature

SST data were from the Optimal Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature (OISST) database
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oisst) [43]. These data were produced by combining in-situ observation,
sea-ice model, and satellite observation conducted by the Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer
and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer at the National Center for Environmental Prediction.
The OISST is recorded daily at a 25 km resolution. This product has been produced and archived
since 1982.

3.1.2. Sea Ice Concentration

Sea ice concentration data were obtained from the European Organization for the Exploitation
of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility (OSI SAF)
(http://www.osi-saf.org) [44]. The data were reanalyzed using a hybrid algorithm, which is a
combination of the Bootstrap algorithm in the frequency mode and the Bristol algorithm. Data are
available on a 12.5 km Equal-Area Scalable Earth grid as well as a polar stereographic grid. The accuracy
of sea ice concentration is on the order of 5% [45].

Table 1. Predictor and target datasets for the CHL prediction models. All input data were bi-linearly
interpolated into 4 km × 4 km, which is the spatial resolution of satellite-derived CHL data. All data
are daily and confined to the periods from the 1997/1998 summer season to 2017/2018 summer season
when the CHL data are available. The absolute value of each datum was used in the model.

Variables Abbreviation Unit Range Ordinary
Res. Org

Predictor

Sea ice concentration SIC % 0–15 25 km OSISAF
Sea surface temperature SST ◦C −1.80–1.67 25 km OISST

10-m zonal wind U10 m s−1 −16.32 to
20.35

25 km ECMWF10-m meridional wind V10 m s−1 −13.22 to
27.29

2-m atmospheric
temperature T2M K 242.42–277.46

Photosynthetically active
radiation PAR Jm−2 8,234.59–

659,284.58

Bathymetry DEP m −2,503.97 to
−8.01 ~1 km GEBCO

Longitude LON ◦ E 168.02–176.98
4 km GlobColourLatitude LAT ◦ S 73.98–71.02

Target Chlorophyll-a
concentration CHL mg m−3 4 km GlobColour

3.1.3. Atmospheric Components

ERA-interim reanalysis data obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) were used for the atmospheric variables, including 10-m zonal (U10) and
meridional (V10) winds, 2-m air temperature (T2M), and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)
(https://www.ecmwf.int/) [46]. The reanalysis data incorporate observations from in-situ measurements,
balloons, radiosondes, dropsondes, aircraft, and satellites [47]. It was provided at 6-hourly (U10, V10,
and T2M) and 12-hourly (PAR) time intervals at the four main synoptic times 0000, 0600, 1200 and

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oisst
http://www.osi-saf.org
https://www.ecmwf.int/
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1800 UTC. We averaged the data to produce a daily product, and the spatial resolution of the data was
provided at 4 km, consistent with the resolution of the CHL data. Wind measurements in the ECMWF
are highly accurate in the Ross Sea [48–50].

3.1.4. Geographical Information

The geographical data (latitude and longitude) were obtained from the CHL dataset. Besides,
the General Bathymetric Chart of the Ocean (GEBCO) with 30 arc-second resolution was used to
obtain information on the ocean floor depth (https://www.gebco.net/) [51]. This digital bathymetry was
generated by combining ship depth soundings with the interpolation between the sounding points
being guided by satellite gravity data [52].

3.1.5. Chlorophyll Concentration

The CHL data used as the target data in the present analysis were obtained from the European
Space Agency’s GlobColour project (http://hermes.acri.fr/) [53]. They are the merged data from
multiple sensors (such as Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor, Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer-Aqua, ad Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) with the weighted averaging
method (used in this study) during the time that multiple sensors can be used. Since it is essential to
have many training data for machine learning, such CHL data based on the multiple sensors are suitable
for this study. Besides, the merged data have been validated, and the full validation report states that the
data are in good agreement overall (http://www.globcolour.info/validation/index.html) [53]. Ultimately,
the daily merged CHL data at 4 km spatial resolution were used in the present study. The accuracy of
satellite-derived CHL in the Ross Sea is a level of ±65% compared to in-situ measurements [41,54].

3.2. In-Situ Chlorophyll Concentration

In-situ CHL measurements were used to verify the reconstructed CHL data by the machine
learning models. The field survey was conducted onboard the Korean Research vessel IBR/V Araon
off Cape Hallett from 25 February to 1 March 2018 (ANA08C) (Figure 1b and Table 2). CHL samples
(0.3 or 0.5 L) were collected from six different depths (100%, 50%, 30%, 12%, 5%, and 1% light depths) at
12 stations (S02–S19) using 10 L Niskin bottles. Then, water samples were filtered through 25 mm GF/F
filter papers (Whatman, 0.7 µm pore) to measure the total CHL. Filtered samples were extracted in 90%
acetone in the dark for 24 h [55]. Then, CHL fluorescence with 95% accuracy was measured onboard
using a Trilogy laboratory fluorometer (Turner, UK) [55]. Among the CHL from the six different depths,
we only used the surface CHL to ensure that the models yielded CHL that is close to the real CHL in
the regions with missing values.

Table 2. Station information for the ANA08C cruises: station number, sampling date,
and geographic position.

Expedition Station No.
Sampling date Coordinates CHL (mg m−3)

Latitude (◦S) Longitude (◦E)

ANA08C

S02 26 February 2018 71.6982 172.1864 0.37
S03 26 February 2018 71.9401 173.9231 0.36
S05 26 February 2018 72.1635 175.5661 0.36
S06 27 February 2018 72.5345 175.0227 0.31
S07 27 February 2018 72.2915 173.3360 0.20
S09 27 February 2018 72.0398 171.6590 0.44
S11 28 February 2018 72.9870 174.3150 0.78
S12 28 February 2018 72.7577 172.6611 0.42
S14 28 February 2018 72.5958 171.4129 0.76
S17 28 February 2018 73.4209 173.0663 1.41
S18 01 March 2018 73.1927 171.9817 1.07
S19 01 March 2018 73.0632 171.0729 1.29

https://www.gebco.net/
http://hermes.acri.fr/
http://www.globcolour.info/validation/index.html
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4. Methods

This study was limited to the austral spring and summer seasons (October to March) because CHL
data are mostly lacking due to the sea ice cover and clouds during the austral winter. The workflow
for the reconstruction of CHL during that seasons is shown in Figure 2. First, the data for the model
development and application were preprocessed, including the SST, SIC, U10, V10, T2M, PAR, DEP,
LON, and LAT and the CHL data as target classes (the “class” refers to the output category of the data
and represents the CHL values in this study). The justification for the predictor selection is described
in Section 3.1.2. The preprocessed data were randomly separated into training and test sets to be used
for the model design and performance (1998/1999−2017/2018 seasons, October to March). The most
critical work in this study was to select the appropriate model based on the given datasets and to
determine the optimized model parameters (called the hyperparameters) in the selected model to
derive the most accurate output. We used the 10-fold cross-validation method to assess the accuracy of
the different models [30]. Once models with good performance were selected, the grid-search approach
was used to identify hyperparameters in the model. This approach is a method to find the best model
performance by changing parameters at regular intervals. Finally, we set up the selected models using
the determined hyperparameters, and inputted all available predictor datasets into the model without
any split. As such, we could obtain the modeled CHL during the entire period. For the evaluation
of CHL data reconstruction, we compared between the modeled CHL approximates the standard
satellite-derived CHL. Besides, it was compared with in-situ data to identify how similarly the model
can reconstruct CHL to real CHL in the region where there are no standard CHL data.
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4.1. Predictor Selection

The selection of inadequate predictors could generate noises in the class estimation by over-learning
an unimportant predictor. To avoid this noise, a deep understanding of the factors that influence the
class is needed. We, therefore, referred to previous studies [11,33–37,56–66] on the growth/limitation
of phytoplankton that determine CHL in this region and finally selected the predictors.

In the western Ross Sea including Cape Hallett, distinct phytoplankton blooms are recurrent
from year to year during austral spring and summer, especially around the Terra Nova Bay [11,63].
The phytoplankton growth results from the combinations of many factors such as sea ice, temperature,
wind, nutrients, and light [37,64–66]. In these regions, each factor is not solely involved in a
specific process. For instance, the light availability, the primary limiting factor for the phytoplankton
growth [33–37], could be controlled by not only the change in solar radiation itself, but also the extent of
stratification resulting from a vertical mixing by winds [56,57,66] or ice melting by a heat flux between
atmosphere and ocean.

Another limiting factor, micronutrients such as iron [37,58,59], is mainly supplied to the surface
layer due to the vigorous convective mixing during austral winter [66], but new supply can occur due
to the melting of sea ice in austral spring and summer [60]. In addition, the process of iron-enriched
water mass entering the continental shelf from outside the shelf may be another source of new iron
supply in shallow areas [61]. The ice patterns in the western Ross Sea are mainly determined by
the thermodynamic (melting) or dynamic (drift) factors, in which the temperature, wind, and light
interact [62]. In addition, the inflow from out of the continental shelf could accelerate the ice melting
by increasing the sensible heat flux [61]. Since all factors involved in determining the CHL features in
this region are complicatedly connected, we tried to use all the available primary data to consider all
these effects as fully as possible. Finally, the SIC reflecting the ice pattern, the SST and the T2M that
include thermal factors such as heat flux, the wind (U10 and V10) that can cause a convective mixing
and an ice drift, the PAR for light availability, and the geographical information (latitude, longitude,
and bathymetry) were finally selected as predictor variables for the CHL reconstruction.

4.2. Data Preprocessing

Although each predictor dataset has its own spatial resolution (Table 1), all predictors used in the
machine learning model for the CHL reconstruction were remapped at the 4 km spatial resolution of
CHL data using the simple bilinear interpolation method [67]. Since all remapped predictor datasets
are based on microwave and reanalysis data with almost no missing values, they enable a full CHL
reconstruction except for land areas. However, as this region has amounts of sea ice, CHL produced in
pixels with dense SIC might be doubtful. Then, the machine learning models were applied in only the
pixels that represent less than 15% SIC as the marginal ice edge (NSIDC, 2019). This was based on the
assumption that regions with SIC of less than 15% are open water areas.

In the machine learning model, class imbalance and noise are essential considerations when
performing a machine learning model [68]. They generally occur when the training data are not evenly
distributed across all classes and concentrated on a certain few classes. If such issues exist, the overall
accuracy for the model performance might be diminished because rare classes are not adequately
trained [69,70]. The class imbalance issue is common in many real-world applications [71], including
ocean color data. Besides, ocean color data occasionally have some noise error due to the atmospheric
states such as aerosols and clouds, or digitization error. Therefore, abnormally high CHL values often
appear in a few pixels. If these values are not removed, this could cause a model failure for construction
of CHL. To overcome the issues, we determined the range of class that can show the best performance
of the models. This approach is likely to improve the overall accuracy of the model performance by
resolving the class imbalance issue to some extent and removing the noise simultaneously. Therefore,
we analyzed the class distribution used in the model development process, and the detailed results are
described in Section 3.2.
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4.3. Machine Learning Models

We first tested which model is most appropriate for the CHL reconstruction. Several machine
learning-based models were selected in the test, such as instance-based (e.g., k-Nearest Neighbor),
regression-based (e.g., linear and logistic regressions), single decision tree, and ensemble-based models
consisting of boosting (e.g., gradient boosting machine) and Bootstrap Aggregating (bagging) such
as RF [72] and Extremely Randomized Tree (ET) [73]. The test was performed for both training and
test datasets using the 10-fold cross-validation [74]. Except for the ensemble-based model (accuracy >

0.8), other models showed poor performances for both training and test sets (accuracy < 0.7). Thus,
we covered only the two ensemble-based models (RF and ET) that were excellent in performance
evaluation in the present study. The details on the evaluation between the two models are described in
Section 3.1.

Both models selected as the most suitable models for the reconstruction of CHL data in this region
are based on the bagging techniques in the ensemble-based models. The bagging technique is a sort of
ensemble technique and can improve the stability and accuracy of model performance [75]. Besides,
it reduces variance in iterative results of the model and allows avoiding overfitting, causing little
difference in performance between training and test datasets. In particular, the bagging techniques
might be appropriate for the data containing noise [68]. The RF is a well-known machine learning
technique for classification and regression of data. It consists of an ensemble of various single decision
trees for subset data, which are resampled randomly from the training data [76]. The ET is an ensemble
of a certain number of randomized trees that adds more randomization to the RF [73,77]. Both RF
and ET are computationally efficient and capable of handling very high-dimensional features [75,77].
However, the ET has a shorter training time than the RF in that it takes a simple approach to select
thresholds on the node. Moreover, it reduces variance, when compared with the RF, due to its increased
randomization [73,77].

4.4. Model Development

4.4.1. Model Comparison

To compare model performances, the performances of two leading models (RF and ET) were
evaluated using the 10-fold cross-validation analysis (Figure 3). It was applied to both training and test
sets, and score and coefficient of determination (R2) were used as metrics for this evaluation. The score
shown here is a measure of accuracy, and is calculated as the number of correct predictions made as a
ratio of all predictions and standardized (that is, the accuracy is in the range of 0–1).

The median score (red bar) of the RF and ET model performances for training data are 0.84 and
0.93, respectively (Figure 3a). The range of the RF model scores (0.82–0.85) has a wider interquartile
range (distance between the top and bottom sides of the box) than that the ET model scores (0.92–0.93).
In general, the interquartile range could be considered a more robust measure to assess the stability of
the data. Thus, the ET model with narrow range is likely to be more stable in terms of performance
than the RF model. The median scores of the RF and ET models for test dataset (RF: 0.70; ET: 0.80)
are about 83% and 86% of those in the models for the training dataset, respectively. The stabilities of
both model performances are similar, but they have unstable properties compared to the results of
training data from the outlier generation and wider interquartile range (RF: 0.66–0.73, ET: 0.77–0.83).
This feature is similar in R2 (Figure 3b). The median R2 on the RF model performance for the training
data is 0.83, and that of the ET model performance is 0.93. The model performances for the test data
are 0.68 and 0.80, respectively. The stability properties are similar to that of the score (RF: 0.80–0.86 for
training data and 0.64–0.72 for test data, ET: 0.92–0.93 for training data and 0.78–0.83 for test data).

In these results, the significant differences between the metrics for the training and test data
imply a sort of overfitting to the training data. Besides, the results for the test data are significantly
unstable compared to those for the training data due to the small number of data as one-third of the
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training data. However, the current process was simply performed without the determination of the
hyperparameter, thus the relative comparison between the two models is more meaningful.

In summary, the ET model shows better performance than the RF model and is more stable for the
training data. Since the class balance of training and test sets are similar (not shown), the performance
accuracy of both the RF and ET models is less sensitive to the changes in the number of data to be
trained alone, and the ET model is likely to be somewhat more sensitive than the RF model in terms of
model stability.
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Figure 3. Comparison between the Random forest (RF) and Extremely Randomized Tree (ET) model
performances using: (a) score; and (b) coefficient of determination (R2). The green- and orange-colored
boxes are the performance results for training and test datasets, respectively. In the boxplot, the top and
bottom sides of the box represent 25 percentile and 75 percentile in the interquartile range, respectively.
The red line in the box means the median value, the black horizontal bars at the top and bottom indicate
the minimum and maximum, and the red crosses indicate outliers.

4.4.2. Class Imbalance and Noise on CHL Data

Class imbalance and noise are essential considerations when performing a machine learning
model [68]. Class imbalance occurs when the training data are not evenly distributed across all
classes and concentrated on a certain few classes. If such imbalance exists, the overall accuracy for
the model performance might be diminished because rare classes are not adequately trained [69,70].
Class imbalance is a common problem in nature [71], especially in the CHL data the issue is significant
due to seasonal characteristics of phytoplankton dynamics and regional ecological difference. Therefore,
even if this issue cannot be eliminated, some mitigation is needed. Although the bagging techniques
exert good performances in handling the class imbalance in noisy data [68], we sorted the CHL data
using an appropriate CHL threshold values to remove noise and mitigate the class imbalance issue for
more accurate CHL reconstruction.
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The distribution of CHL data trained in this study shows such imbalance clearly (Figure 4a).
The total of 2,871,093 CHL values are unevenly distributed around the mean of 0.61 mg m−3 and a
median of 0.33 mg m−3, and the highest accumulation occurs at 0.21 mg m−3. In this distribution,
the high CHL values appearing on the rightmost few of the distribution may contain some noises,
not actual CHL values. Therefore, we tried to remove the noise included in these data based on a
specific threshold. For the determination of the specific threshold, we tried to identify the changes in the
model performances by varying the class range (Figure 4b). In general, as the cumulative percentage
of CHL range in the data increases, both models progressively improve performances and show high
stability over iterative model results. However, since the maximum scores of the model performances
record about 0.96 in the RF model and 0.97 in the ET model for the training set at the 99.0% data range
(0.94 in the RF model and 0.91 in the ET model for the test set), after that, the model performance begins
to decline. This suggests that data quality is critical as well as data quantity. Consequently, based on
the accuracy and stability of the scores, we determined the final threshold for the 99.0% cumulative
percentage of data in this study. That is, the CHL training data were confined to the range of 0–3.77 mg
m−3 CHL (Figure 4a) and data with CHL values above the range were considered as noise or cause of
class imbalance issue and excluded in this analysis.
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Figure 4. (a) Histogram of CHL data to be trained (green bars) and the cumulative percentage of data
distribution (black curve). There are 2,417,932 data (train and test data), and the dotted lines indicate
the location of the cumulative proportion of 99.0%, 99.5%, and 99.9%, respectively. The bars refer to
the left axis. The curve refers to the right axis. (b) Score changes in the RF (blue) and ET (red) model
performance by varying the thresholds associated with the increasing percentage of data. The error bar
indicates the confidence interval (95%) estimated from the results by the 10-fold cross-validation.

4.4.3. Determination of Hyperparameters

All evaluations of model performance mentioned above were conducted using the generalized
RF and ET models without any tuning of the model parameters. It was, therefore, necessary to
find the hyperparameters to derive the best accuracy of the two selected models to obtain the best
reconstruction of the CHL. To determine the hyperparameters of both RF and ET models, the 10-fold
grid-search method was applied. The commonly critical parameters in these two models are “number
of trees (Ntree)” and “number of features (Mtry)” [76,78]. Here, “feature” indicates the predictor
variable. We applied the method by changing the Ntree from 1 to 1000 with 100 intervals. Since a
total of features used in this study is 9, the method was applied on a grid of one unit from 2 to 9.
The reason the interval of grid-search for Ntree was set to 100 is to ensure the efficiency of the model
performance time. Besides, it was roughly decided based on the argument of the previous study that
the difference in the results of the model with hyperparameter control is not distinct [79]. Finally,
the hyperparameters were estimated as Ntree = 700 and Mtry = 7 in the RF model and Ntree = 700 and
Mtry = 9 in the ET model. The performances of the RF and ET models using the hyperparameters
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were significantly improved, as shown in Table 3, compared with the results in the model evaluation
described in Section 3.1 (Figure 3). The evaluation metrics associated with the model performances
for training and test datasets mostly indicate that the models performed well against the given data,
and the ET model shows a better performance than the RF model for the reconstruction of the CHL
data, numerically.

Table 3. The evaluation metrics on the model performance of RF and ET. A total of 1,813,449 training data
and 603,483 test data were used. In dataset row, Tr and Te mean the training and test data, respectively.

# Training Data:
1,813,449

# Test Data:
604,483

Evaluation Metrics
Coefficient of

Determination
(R2)

Mean Absolute
Error

(MAE)

Root Mean
Squared Error

(RMSE)

Relative
Absolute Error

(RAE)

Relative
Squared Error

(RSE)

Correlation
Coefficient

(R)

Dataset Tr Te Tr Te Tr Te Tr Te Tr Te Tr Te

Model
RF 0.996 0.974 0.014 0.040 0.033 0.089 0.038 0.104 0.004 0.028 0.998 0.987
ET 1.000 0.984 0.000 0.028 0.000 0.068 0.000 0.073 0.000 0.016 1.000 0.992

5. Results

5.1. Reconstruction of CHL Data

The preprocessed predictor variable was input to the developed models without any split into
training and test sets, and the CHL was modeled and compared with the standard satellite data.
The scatterplot between the observed CHL and modeled CHL by the RF, and ET models are shown in
Figure 5. The comparison was conducted at the available pixels (2,486,117) in the standard satellite data.
The probability density estimates are concentrated on the range of 0.15–0.30 mg m−3, corresponding
the original distribution of CHL data (Figure 4a). However, it is clear that the consistency of the
modeled CHL for most satellite-based CHL is quite high. The RF model slightly overestimates at the
CHL values lower than 0.3 mg m−3 because a small number of data for training. In addition, values
less than 0.1 mg m−3 do not make much sense because data are scarcely rare, and we exclude them
from this interpretation.
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Figure 5. Density scatters plot of 2,486,117 data comparing between the satellite-based and modeled
CHL in: (a) RF and (b) ET. The CHL is expressed in a logarithmic scale, and the color represents a
probability density estimate. The black solid and dashed lines are one-to-one correspondence and
linear regression lines on a log scale, respectively.

Further, to verify the ability of spatial reconstruction of the two machine learning techniques,
we compared the spatial distributions of the satellite-derived and modeled CHL, as shown in Figure 6.
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As examples, the images were selected based on the gap proportions of 25% (12 February 2014), 50%
(10 January 2000), 75% (25 January 2004), and 90% (15 February 1999). CHL on 12 February 2014
has a 25% gap proportion, which was the fewest gaps during the entire study period. The other
proportions were set arbitrarily. The satellite-based image with gaps of about 25% for CHL distribution
has significant numbers of valid pixels, but there are few missing values in the coastal regions and
some regions of the southeastern part of the domain. Except for missing values in the coastal regions
induced by the high SIC (>15%), the pixels in the southeastern part are reconstructed well by the RF
and ET models. The spatial CHL patterns reconstructed by both models are quite similar. In particular,
these results show that the modeled CHL is well reconstructed without substantial modification
compared to the remotely observed CHL. As such, the distribution of high CHL along the coast
represents at the identical CHL level as the observed CHL. The satellite image with 50% gaps has many
missing values over the coastal regions and parts of the east of this domain but reconstructed by both
models. The patch with relatively high CHL of ~1 mg m−3 that was not observed was reconstructed by
both models in the southeast of the domain, but this spatial feature shows slight differences between
the RF and ET models. More details are needed as to whether the distinct features in the modeled CHL
data, which were unobserved by satellites, are based on real CHL values. Unfortunately, there are no
comparable in-situ data in this region for that date, as discussed below, to compare with our in-situ
data. On days with more gaps (75% and 90%), the reconstruction by both models seems reasonable. In
particular, the satellite-derived image with 90% gaps has a few valid pixels confined to the south of this
domain. Even the rare pixels show that there is a bloom with ~4 mg m−3 CHL, but they do not provide
the exact spatial feature. Such a spatial feature could be confirmed through the reconstructed CHL
distribution. In addition, the CHL distribution is completely reconstructed in the north of this domain.
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gaps accounting for 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% of the entire domain.

Overall, the results of the CHL reconstruction by the two ensemble-based machine learning
models show a good agreement with the standard satellite data and the spatial reconstruction was
performed smoothly. In addition, this approach has reconstructed about 646% of the satellite-based
data. However, we found that the CHL reconstructed in certain regions with large gaps on standard
CHL data are occasionally not consistent between the two model results. For this discrepancy, to find
which model is close to a real CHL, a directly observed CHL is required. Fortunately, the reconstructed
CHL data for the period of our in-situ observations have some differences in the spatial features,
and we tried to describe which model produces a CHL value similar to the real CHL value on a
day with many gaps (Figure 7). From 26 February to 1 March 2018 (four days), the study area was
covered by heavy clouds, and the valid pixels were rare throughout the days (Figure 7a). Except for the
region with dense ice concentration, the remaining regions were reconstructed by the machine learning
models (Figure 7b,c). The mean distributions of reconstructed CHL by both models for four days are
mostly consistent, but not in some regions. In particular, around station S17, the reconstructed CHL
by the RF model (1.16 ± 0.06 mg m−3) is higher than that by the ET model (0.87 ± 0.03 mg m−3) and
closer to the real CHL (1.37 mg m−3) (Figure 7d). In addition, also around S12, there is a discrepancy
between the two models that the CHL of the RF model (0.71 ± 0.08 mg m−3) is larger than that of
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the ET (0.49 ± 0.03 mg m−3). However, there is no significant difference in the reconstructed CHLs
by both models in S12. Only on 28 February 2018, when field observation was performed at S12,
the reconstructed CHL by the RF model is temporarily high in that region. This is likely to be due to
the relatively low RF stability compared to the ET as previously suggested.
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Figure 7. (a) True color image on 26 February 2018, with the position of in-situ measurements.
Averaged reconstructed CHL from 26 February to 1 March (four days) in: (b) the RF model; and (c) the ET
models (d) Comparison between the in-situ and the modeled CHL (N = 9). The circle is mean values of
5 × 5 pixels, and the vertical bar at each data point is the standard error of the mean.

5.2. Contribution of Predictor Variables

The machine learning model quantitatively suggests the relative contribution of the predictor
variables in the model development process (Figure 8a). The predictor variable with the highest
contribution to the RF model is the SST at 16.0± 2.2% (mean± standard deviation), followed by the T2M
(14.5 ± 2.1%), PAR (13.9 ± 1.8), V10 (12.9 ± 2.3%), U10 (12.3 ± 1.8%), LAT (8.6 ± 1.7%), LON (8.0 ± 1.5%),
SIC (7.1 ± 1.4%), and DEP (6.7 ± 1.7%). In the CHL reconstruction by the ET model, the SST showed the
largest contribution (14.6 ± 1.4%), followed by PAR (13.1 ± 1.4%), T2M (13.0 ± 1.4%), V10 (12.0 ± 1.4%),
LAT (11.9± 1.6%), U10 (11.7± 1.3%), LON (9.2± 1.2%), SIC (7.5 ± 1.1%) and DEP (7.0± 1.4%). The ranks
of the predictor variables in both models are not entirely consistent, but the SST and T2M associated
with thermal effects and the PAR have shown a significant contribution in those models, and the effects
on the wind components are also not negligible. In general, the contribution of geographic information
to the model is rather low. Unless this geographic information is considered, the contributions of
other variables increase significantly (Figure 8b), but the overall model performances are reduced to
95% of the ET model performance for training data and 82% for test data (not shown). The RF model
performance using only environmental datasets is reduced to 95% and 72% for training and test sets,
respectively, compared to the performance using all predictors. This reduction in the performances for
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those datasets indicates that the geographical variables are also important to develop the machine
learning model for the reconstruction of CHL data without gaps.
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(a) all variables; and (b) only environmental variables.

In addition, we estimated a partial dependence for each predictor to examine the effect of
the predictors on the reconstructed CHL (Figure 9). To estimate the partial dependence on the
CHL reconstruction, the other predictors except for the targeted predictor were fixed to their mean
values during the entire study period. The experiment was carried out while varying the targeted
predictor variable from the minimum value to the maximum value observed during the study
period. The mean values of the individual predictor variable are SIC = 3.16%, SST = −0.57 ◦C, U10 =

1.22 m s−1, V10 = 2.28 m s−1, T2M = 271.76 K, PAR = 357,225 J m−2, DEP = 857.57 m, LON = 173.84
◦

E,
and LAT = 72.65

◦

S. In both models, the partial dependences for each predictor are similar, but the
dependence of both models for the SIC (Figure 9a) and the U10 (Figure 9c) are different. The partial
dependence in the RF model for the SIC from 0% to 15% tends to increase with the growth in the
SIC after the mean value of SIC (3.16%), while the ET model shows a negative relationship. For SST
(Figure 9b), the partial dependences are constant in both models from the minimum to the mean value
of the SST, and it shows a positive relation that the contribution to CHL increases with increasing SST.
The U10 contributes to the CHL reconstruction at a similar level between the two models when blowing
to the west (Figure 9c). The enhanced east wind component induces the CHL increases in the RF model,
whereas the ET result is not significantly dependent on the U10. The V10 shows a distinct pattern,
showing a decrease and a sharp increase before and after the mean V10, respectively (Figure 9d).
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Although the V10 does not show the highest contribution (Figure 9a), it appears to contribute more
dramatically to the reconstructed CHL increase at higher wind speeds as well as the SST. The partial
dependence for the T2M shows the lowest contribution in the mean T2M value (Figure 9e). Below the
271.76 K (≈−1.39 ◦C), the CHL is mainly constant. However, the CHL increases rapidly as the T2M
increases above its mean value. The contribution of the PAR is insignificant until the mean PAR value,
and then its contribution begins to increase after the mean PAR value (Figure 9f). However, such an
increase is until the PAR reaches ~495,000 J m−2 and remains constant after that. The DEP shows
unique peaks at ~500 m in both models (Figure 9g). In particular, it has a constant contribution of
~0.4 mg m−3 when the DEP reaches more than 500 m. At a depth of ~500 m, the contribution reaches
its peak and then stable again. The result for the LON variable shows that the contribution to the CHL
decreases gradually toward the east. In particular, in the west of 170◦E, its contribution is constant,
but it decreases sharply toward the east. In addition, it tends to have a constant contribution again to
the east of 175◦E. Lastly, the contribution of the LAT is increased to the south of the 72.6◦S and shows a
constant contribution to the north.
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

The most problematic issue in utilizing ocean color observation is the existence of heavy clouds [10].
For the issue, the effort of reconstructing CHL data using the observed output from other sensors
has been conducted by many researchers [8–10,19,27,80,81]. However, to date, no studies have been
conducted in the polar regions, and it is expected that there will be difficulties in the construction
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of CHL in these regions by previous approaches. Thus, for the CHL reconstruction off Cape Hallett,
we tried to reconstruct CHL using the machine learning techniques based on the cloud-free microwave
and reanalysis datasets.

For the CHL reconstruction, the primary process performed in the present study could be largely
divided into model development and application (Figure 2). In the process of model development,
we selected the ensemble-based models (RF and ET) using the 10-fold cross-validation that are robust
to the CHL reconstruction. As a result, both models showed the highest performances for the given
data. However, this reconstruction has the limitation of reconstructing only the CHL values within the
CHL range of 0–3.77 mg m−3. We removed the CHL data above 3.77 mg m−3 based on the data range
with the best model performance score (Figure 4) to eliminate noise and to relieve class imbalance issue
on CHL data. Although 99% of the CHL data observed in this region is distributed below 3.77 mg m−3

(Figure 4a), all values above 3.77 mg m−3 may not be true noise. Nonetheless, we used such a threshold
for the primary purpose of reconstructing more accurate CHL within a given range than a larger range
of CHL. In the future, to prevent loss of real CHL values and to solve the class imbalance, it is necessary
to apply appropriate methods such as under- and over-sampling based on the high understanding of
the characteristics of the target data [71,82,83].

The models developed based on the previous processes were consequently applied for the CHL
construction off Cape Hallett. Both reconstructed CHL data from the developed RF and ET models
showed significant agreements with the standard satellite-derived CHL data (Figure 5). Besides,
regardless of the number of gaps, the spatial CHL reconstruction was carried out smoothly (Figure 6).
However, there are occasionally the differences in the CHL reconstructions between the two models
where no satellite was observed. The superiority can be inferred based on the higher performance of
the ET model compared to the RF model in previous model evaluations (Figures 3 and 5, and Table 3),
but rather the reconstructed CHL of the RF model has the value closer to the real CHL than that of the
ET model (Figure 7). Therefore, at the moment, it is quite challenging to determine which of the two
models correctly reconstructed the CHL. However, regardless of the superiority between both models,
we believe that CHL reconstructions were properly carried out with regard to the somewhat higher
agreement with satellite and field observations.

In the variable importance results, the environmental variables (except SIC) play an essential role
in model development (Figure 8). Although geographical information has a relatively low contribution,
they are indispensable for accurate CHL reconstruction. In general, sea ice is a significant factor
to drive the phytoplankton dynamics associated with light availability [37,84] and micronutrient
supply [11,85,86]. Nonetheless, the contribution of SIC is relatively low (Figure 8; RF: 7.1 ± 1.4%,
ET: 7.5 ± 1.1%), and the CHL reconstructions in both models respond differently to changes in SIC
(Figure 9a). We first assumed that open water has less than 15% SIC and excluded the regions with
more than 15% SIC in the present study. Thus, strictly speaking, the contribution of the SIC may not
contribute significantly to the CHL reconstruction in the regions with 0–15% SICs because these areas
can be equally considered as open water.

The little differences between RF and ET (refer to Figures 6 and 7) might result from the differences
in the partial dependence for the U10, T2M, and PAR. Where the U10 and the PAR are larger than
their mean values, the CHL of the RF model is overestimated compared to that of the ET model,
and the RF can be overestimated even where the T2M is low. These characteristics are related to the
substantial differences in the CHL distributions from both models in the southeastern part of the
domain on 10 January 2000 (Figure 6), and in the reconstructed CHL values by both models at S12 and
S17 (Figure 7). Besides, the partial dependence for the SIC also shows a significant difference between
the two models (Figure 9a). However, the SIC condition within the range of 0–15% do not contribute
significantly to the reconstruction because they can be treated equally as open water as described above.
In practice, since the partial dependence for the SIC varied within only the CHL range of 0.1 mg m−3

(y-axis in Figure 9a), the contribution of the SIC to model development is relatively small compared to
other predictors.
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The results in the present analysis show that the machine learning models could successfully
reconstruct the CHL based on the nine environmental forcings and geographical information regardless
of the heavy cloud cover off Cape Hallett. However, despite such robustness, there remains some margin
for improvements. Because of the complex interactions that exist between physical and biological
processes in phytoplankton bloom dynamics [87,88], it is limited to determine the characteristics of
blooms with only a few factors. In particular, this study attempted to reconstruct the CHL using only the
satellite-derived and reanalysis data confined to the ocean surface or above. Even though surface ocean
features are somewhat related to subsurface properties, it is not easy to fully consider the factors and
processes below the ocean surface that are hardly observed by satellites alone. In addition, the climate
is consistently changing, and the climate-induced environmental changes affect the ecosystem through
fluctuations in water stability, nutrients and light [89]. Since these changes could directly affect
phytoplankton organisms, the contribution of each factor can change over time. In this approach,
the predictability of the machine learning-based model can be highly sensitive to the selection of
predictor data. Therefore, a deep understanding of CHL dynamics and consistent monitoring are
required, and building model input parameters based on these understanding and monitoring is a
crucial process.

The models in the present study are regionally developed, and for other regional application,
regional parameterization is required. In particular, note that the decision of the domain can cause a
severe imbalance in the distribution of the target class. The phytoplankton bloom, which has high
CHL, appears to be limited to a specific region and has some spatial variability. If the configured
domain contains the marginal parts of a blooming area, high CHL may appear intermittently in
some sector within the domain affected by the boundary effect of the bloom. As such, the number
of data that can be trained for high CHL values is inadequate and then degrade the accuracy of the
regional model. To solve this imbalance problem, it is possible to apply some techniques such as
under- and over-sampling methods appropriately according to the characteristics of the data [71,82,83],
or to prevent such problems by using the proper domain in advance. In addition, because of the
different species of phytoplankton that are locally responsible for bloom and the factors that affect the
phytoplankton growth/limitation, a thorough preliminary investigation on the biological properties in
the target region must be accompanied. In general, since the data acquisition at the proper resolution is
critical to investigate the phytoplankton variability in the Ross Sea [90], it is expected that this approach
will enable the long-term accumulation of CHL data with high spatial and temporal resolutions by
minimizing many missing values of ocean color observations in polar regions. Furthermore, sampling
stations in the Ross Sea are separated by tens of kilometers due to the high cost of vessel operation and
inaccessibility [90]. For that reason, the CHL patterns have been generally inferred from only spatially
sparse observations. Therefore, the estimation of more accurate spatial CHL patterns might be possible
by combining the reconstructed CHL data presented in this study and in-situ data using a specific
assimilation technique such as optimal interpolation method.

Although there is still room for improvement, this study was carried out to maximize the
availability of the ocean data in the regions restricted by clouds and showed the effective CHL
reconstruction and that this approach could successfully reconstruct the CHL in a regional scale.
It interpolated only the gaps without any modification of the standard CHL values and the spatial
continuity between the standard and reconstructed CHL pattern is also reasonable. In the future,
we will identify applications in larger areas and will make various attempts to effectively reconstruct
broader ranges of CHL. In addition, a sensitivity test of uncertainty of predictors will be performed to
obtain more accurate reconstructed CHL. Through these processes, we expect to increase the usability
of ocean color data, which are one of the basic data in polar research.
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